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QUESTION: 1
Your requirement is to allow only one industry for a given Account. What would you do to start
to meet the requirement?

A. Create a new Industry table.
B. Create a new foreign key on S_INDUST that points to S_ORG_EXT.
C.
Validate there is a foreign key on S_ORG_EXT that points to the Industry business
component's main table.
D. Validate there is a foreign key to the Industry business component's main table on the
S_ORG_INDUST table.
E. Validate there is a foreign key on the Industry business component's main table that points to
the S_ORG_EXT table.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
What are view Web template items?

A.
B.
C.
D.

View object definitions
Applets that have been bound to a view
Controls that have been bound to an applet
Siebel tags used to define the applet parameters in a view

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
View the Exhibit. You need to check the main corporate address for the Service Request. Which
column is the appropriate foreign key to use to access the data?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

CST_OU_ID
OU_ADDR_ID
OWNER_OU_ID
PER_ADDR_ID

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
Which assignment deployment method would you most likely use to get a list of qualified
candidates in order to select the best person for assignment?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Batch assignment
Dynamic assignment
Interactive assignment
Manual assignment

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
Your team extended the Siebel database by creating a new stand-alone table. Select the two true
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statements. (Choose two.)

A. This table does not contain a ROW_ID column.
B. The user key for this table is ROW_ID, NAME, TYPE.
C. The table cannot be added to an existing dock object.
D. This table contains a PAR_ROW_ID column acting as a foreign key to the S_PARTY table.
E.
You can create an intersection table to support M:M relationships between business
components based on this table and other business components.

Answer: C, E

QUESTION: 6
Which statement is true of Customer data?

A.
B.
C.
D.

includes static, referential data
has access controlled at the record level
can be grouped into catalogs and categories
is created and managed by only company administrators

Answer: B

QUESTION: 7
Which EIM Delete process option should you use to delete just the rows from an EIM table that
contain a specific word?

A.
B.
C.
D.

DELETE MATCHES
DELETE EXACT
DELETE ALL ROWS
DELETE WHERE

Answer: A

QUESTION: 8
The hyperlinks in Siebel Tools do not appear. What might the problem be?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

The Web update protection key is invalid.
The Drilldown Add-in has not been installed.
You do not have the appropriate responsibility.
Siebel Tools is not properly connected to the data source.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 9
Which three products do you have the option of installing with the Siebel Enterprise Server
Installer? (Choose three.)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Siebel Tools
Siebel Server
Siebel Web Client
Sample Database
Gateway Name Server
Siebel Web Server Extensions
Database Configuration Utilities

Answer: B, E, G

QUESTION: 10
The No Delete property on the Contact business component is set to FALSE and the No Delete
property on the Contact Form applet is set to TRUE. How does this affect the ability to delete a
record through the client using the Contact Form applet?

A. Users will be able to delete a record because the least restrictive setting is used.
B. Users will not be able to delete a record because the most restrictive setting is used.
C. Only the record owner will be able to delete a record because of the conflicting settings.
D. Users will be able to delete a record because the business component setting overrides the
applet setting.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 11
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